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Abstract
In this talk, I’d like to describe the process of creating ransomware decryptors and what problems exist from
both creator’s and consumer’s points of view. These include but not limited to:
● No detailed documentation explaining how to use a decryption tool and limitations.
● Lack of transparency. It is hard to verify the decryptor’s code delivered as a compiled PE file for
malicious inclusions, especially in the era of nation-state cyber espionage.
● The new version of a decryptor may stop decrypting files encrypted by old versions of the
cryptolocker. And vice versa, the current version of a decryptor when getting outdated cannot
decrypt files encrypted by the new version of ransomware.
● Inflexibility. In most cases, you cannot configure decryption tool for your particular environment and
easily update the key data.
● It is problematic to extract intermediate data such as a decryption key and initialization vector to
continue the decryption process in your own way.
● The decryptor created based on original ransomware code can get detected by antiviruses.
Based on the experience of creating ransomware decryptors in our laboratory, I’m going to highlight the
challenges we faced on the way and propose the solutions.
Problems with Current Anti-Ransomware Tools
Typically, security vendors and individual malware researchers deliver these free tools as compiled
executables. Sometimes, by merely patching an original ransomware code that causes confusion of being
detected at an endpoint with an antivirus as an original malware and showing messages with ransom
requests. For example, DeriaLock decryptor [1] is the patched DeriaLocker code (not available for
download at the moment of writing this abstract), which is still detected by 39 of 61 antiviruses as the
DeriaLock ransomware (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The analysis of the DeriaLock ransomware decryptor on VirusTotal [2]
Another example, the MoneroPay decryptor [3] we created by simply modifying several bytes in the original
ransomware code is also detected by antiviruses as ransomware (Figure 2). This will be shown during the
talk.

Figure 2. The analysis of the MoneroPay ransomware decryptor on VirusTotal [4]
Solutions
To overcome the problem of the patched ransomware being detected by antiviruses, the security vendors
create ransomware decryption tool sets, typically delivered as a free standalone application signed with the
vendors digital certificate.
Still, the “black box” approach has a drawback - decryption tools are not open source and may contain a
backdoor that will allow a vendor to collect data related to an incident including confidential information and
deliver them to a malware lab. Moreover, running a third-party decryptor as an executable is usually
prohibited by security policies.
To solve the weakness of the black box approach, the decryption tools can be delivered as an open source
code. For example, we created an alternative decryptor for the DeriaLock ransomware with the help of
Python language [5]. In such case the code of the decryptor can be easily reviewed for any malicious
inclusions. Moreover, a decryptor written in Python does not require to be compiled into executable and can
be run as is. Still, such a possibility exists.
Another challenge is to keep decryptors up to date. When a new version of ransomware comes out, the
appropriate decryptor should be updated as well. In most cases, the key data which is typically stored in the
configuration section. In such case, to update a decryptor, it is needed to add a new symmetric key, for
example. This can be easily done by a victim if the decryption tool is available in open source and the new
key is published by a security vendors.
Running an outdated decryptor may result in corrupting the encrypted files using inappropriate symmetric
key during the decryption attempt. To avoid data corruption, ransomware check the encrypted file
extension, which is specific for every version, and verify the file’s checksum in the encryption metadata
stored in the beginning or end of the file. So do decryptors.

The solution can be also seen in collaborative efforts of security vendors and individual researchers that will
help both to increase the variety and improve the quality of the ransomware decryptors. For example, the
NoMoreRansom project [6] was launched two years ago to join the forces of Europol EC3, local police, and
antivirus vendors in the battle against ransomware. As a result, the web portal gathered almost all available
decryption tools under its umbrella. However, not all of them of the same quality and may cause one’s
frustration when using.
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